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Tanami Plug Installation Instructions 

IMPORTANT:  The Tanami Plug is made for use with standard size reamers.   

Choose a suitable hard rock location for the plug from core or log book records.  It’s best to 
avoid shears, broken ground, or weak / slippery rock types such as schists, which may 
affect the holding ability of the plug and may prevent the plug from sealing.   

Angle cut a length of ½” yellow poly to the depth of the planned plug location plus 1 metre – 
eg for 9m depth cut 10m of poly.  Feed the poly through the first rod (from either end, 
depending on the dip of the hole), then push the front of the poly into the rear of the plug by 
twisting the plug on to the poly or thumping it on to a bench.  It should go in for some 25-
50mm or so (1-2 inches).   

Push the small end of the plug back into the front of the rod so that the o-ring holds the plug 
in place.   

Then feed the plug in to the hole 3m or 1 rod length.  There will be 2-3 tonnes forward 
resistance while being pushed in place for NQ or 2 tonnes for BQ.  Put the next rod on the 
rig, but before connecting the rods push the tail of the breather tube back through the 
second rod so that connecting the rods doesn’t pinch or cut the breather tube.   

Feed the plug in a further 3m or 1 rod length.   

Repeat this process until the plug arrives at the planned location.   

Pull the rods, which should leave approx.. 1m tail of yellow breather tube sticking out of the 
collar.  This may need wiring or cable tying up to prevent it being caught by machinery.   

Grout the hole in the collar and around the breather tube (this may be done at a later date, 
eg rig service day).  Note – do not grout through the breather tube, and be careful not spill 
grout in the breather tube.  If this does occur, flush the tube with clean water.   

For further information please contact; 

sales@ddgroutplugs.com 
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